In Case of War, Says Meyer, One Sea Battle Would Decide Nation's Fate

Head of National Department, Whose Theory It Is That the Navy Exists for the Purpose of Fighting the Fleet, Tells of Plans for Strengthening the Ocean Arm of America, and Gives His Ideas on Aeroplanes and Submarines.

BY JAMES B. WILSON.

T HE American Navy is the most powerful armed force in the world. At the close of each year, it is strengthened with a thousand battleships,Application for War, and all the necessary material for maintaining that force. The American Navy is the most powerful armed force in the world, and it will be as strong as it can be made. The American Navy is the most powerful armed force in the world, and it will be as strong as it can be made.

FLYING TONS OF STEEL.
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AERIAL WAKES OF FUTURE.
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NEED SUBMARINE FLEET.
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COMMANDER OF A SUBMARINE USING PERISCOPE TO SEE AN ARMED VESSEL.
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GEORGE VON LENHERRHE MAYER, SECRETARY OF THE NAVY.
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THIRTEEN-INCH GUNS FIRRIN FROM SUPERIMPOSED TURRETS. They can be fired ahead or astern, and the case called off the field until necessary.
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